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Introduction

Within the academic community, peer review is widely recognized as being at the heart of scholarly research. However, faith in peer review’s integrity is of ongoing and increasing concern to many. It is imperative that publishers (and academic editors) of peer-reviewed scholarly research learn from each other, working together to improve practices in areas such as ethical issues, training, and data transparency.

This white paper has been researched and compiled to assist in this goal, presenting survey results and focus group findings from one of the largest international research studies on peer review in recent years, carried out in early 2015 by Taylor & Francis.

‘Peer Review in 2015: a global view’ builds upon two previous large-scale studies (Publishing Research Consortium [PRC] and Sense about Science [SAS]), enabling us to see how opinions and preferences towards peer review have evolved in recent years. It offers an insight into what is resonating with the scholarly community in 2015, with opinions from the three distinct roles studied – authors, reviewers, and editors – allowing attitudinal comparison and a 360º view.

With so much having been written and commented on in this area within previous research studies, academic articles, reports and blog posts, ‘Peer Review in 2015: a global view’ assumes the reader will have some knowledge of the issues and conversation surrounding peer review. Consequently, for brevity’s sake, they will not be covered here but this white paper is accompanied by a references section, as well as the underlying survey data, providing a springboard to read more on all aspects of the conversation.

Research methodology, responses and survey notes

The research comprised of six focus groups, an online survey, and desk research to identify relevant previous studies, articles, reports and blog posts. The survey responses presented here are from researchers who have published in Taylor & Francis or Routledge journals. We contacted researchers who published with Taylor & Francis in 2013, so that many would also be able to offer recent experiences ranging across many different publishers, reflecting the diverse publishing experience of today’s research community. Their responses were then compared to a smaller sample of researchers from lists provided by Thomson Reuters, to ensure the results were truly representative.

Wherever technical terminology was used in the survey relating to peer review models, definition boxes were given alongside. Multiple item list order was randomized for each respondent, in order to avoid the effect of order-bias. All focus group participants and survey respondents have been anonymized in this reporting.


“If there is integrity it works well but we are dealing with people, and things go on.”

Researcher, Business and Economics, UK
Focus group and survey respondents by region

Representativeness of survey sample
Researchers were contacted in groups, divided according to the subject classification of the journal they were published in and their regional affiliation at the time of publication. In the analysis, researchers have been divided according to the subject they selected when answering the demographic questions.

Science, technology and medicine (STM): a random sample of 43,296 researchers was selected from all STM researchers published with Taylor & Francis in 2013, producing 2,398 responses. Respondents from the USA & Canada are over-represented compared to all Taylor & Francis STM researchers, as are respondents from Central & South Asia and Europe to a lesser extent. South East & East Asia is under-represented compared to all Taylor & Francis STM researchers, while the distribution of responses across all other regions closely matches this distribution.

Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS): a random sample of 43,191 researchers was selected from all HSS researchers published with Taylor & Francis in 2013, producing 4,750 responses. Respondents from the USA & Canada are over-represented compared to all Taylor & Francis HSS researchers. Europe and South East & East Asia are slightly under-represented, while those from all other regions closely matches this distribution.

In addition to the respondents above, a further 290 respondents switched survey language; thereby disassociating themselves from their subject and regional batch. Using the subject respondents selected themselves when answering the demographic questions (as mentioned above) allows these respondents to be included.

Focus Groups
Six focus groups took place in the UK, China and South Africa in early 2015. Editors, authors and reviewers who had had a minimum of two articles peer reviewed (whether with Taylor & Francis or any other publisher) took part, spanning the sciences, technology, medicine, social sciences, and humanities. In total, there were 46 attendees.
Key findings

- Authors, editors and reviewers all agreed that the most important motivation to publish in peer-reviewed journals is making a contribution to the field and sharing research with others.
- Playing a part in the academic process and improving papers are the most important motivations for reviewers. Similarly, 90% of SAS study respondents said that playing a role in the academic community was a motivation to review.
- Most researchers, across the humanities and social sciences (HSS) and science, technology and medicine (STM), rate the benefit of the peer review process towards improving their article as 8 or above out of 10. This was found to be the most important aspect of peer review in both the ideal and the real world, echoing the earlier large-scale peer review studies.
- In an ideal world, there is agreement that peer review should detect plagiarism (with mean ratings of 7.1 for HSS and 7.5 for STM out of 10), but agreement that peer review is currently achieving this in the real world is only 5.7 HSS / 6.3 STM out of 10.
- Researchers thought there was a low prevalence of gender bias but higher prevalence of regional and seniority bias – and suggest that double blind peer review is most capable of preventing reviewer-discrimination where it is based on an author’s identity.
- Most researchers wait between one and six months for an article they’ve written to undergo peer review, yet authors (not reviewers / editors) think up to two months is reasonable.
- HSS authors say they are kept less well informed than STM authors about the progress of their article through peer review.
- There is strong support across all researchers to publish peer review times online (from submission to decision to publish): the majority of researchers rating this between 9-10 out of 10.
- Respondents are close to neutral on whether underlying data should be reviewed alongside the article, and are generally less exercised about this than respondents in the previous PRC study (which found more support for reviewers to review author data themselves).
- There is a strong preference for double blind review among all respondents, with a rating of 8 or above out of 10. This echoes both previous peer review studies. Single blind review is an unpopular choice but is more acceptable to STM researchers than HSS and, of those, editors and authors are more in favor than reviewers.
- There are balanced views across the options of open, open and published, and post-publication review: with a mean rating of between 5 and 6 out of 10 in many cases (with HSS editors less supportive than STM). Editors and reviewers are less supportive than authors of an open and published review model. This appears to be very much based on personal preference, with competing views for and against these newer models across roles, locations and experience levels.
- There is a strong desire to receive and publish global perspectives, yet publication of articles from non-native English-speaking researchers is negatively impacted by grammatical and language issues in the real world. There is considerable editorial work involved in initial checking and processing of articles needing language or grammatical correction that may, or may not, reach review stage.
- During focus groups, editors discussed how submission volumes have increased in every discipline, deducing that the drive to publish in high Impact Factor journals (for reasons of professional advancement) is influencing this.**

Peer review: what’s its purpose and how does it benefit me?

Continuing to value peer review

Most respondents agreed that scholarly communication is greatly helped by peer review of published articles (78% scoring this 7 or higher out of 10). Additionally 68% of researchers believed they could have confidence in the academic rigor of published articles because of the peer review process, rating this as 7 or higher out of 10.

The majority (55%) also strongly agreed that peer review improved their most recently published article (improving quality is voted most important of the list of ideal benefits) by rating this as 8 or higher out of 10. By including those who rated it 7 or higher out of 10, this rises from 65% to three quarters, echoing the responses in the PRC and SAS studies.

However, in many other areas there is divergence between what is perceived to be happening in the real world and what researchers envisage to be the ideal benefits, and it is evident that practice falls short of these ideals. All suggested benefits received a mean rating of 7 or above as an ideal benefit of peer review or in other words, all were judged important.

“The best situation is when you get good constructive critical feedback”.

Editor, Linguistics, UK

Key aspects of peer review: views and expectations

Respondents also expected peer review to accomplish the key aspects of detecting plagiarism and fraud, checking factual accuracy, and judging novelty. These elements were rated higher than 5.5 as the most important outcomes in an ideal world. Yet in the real world, ratings show peer review falls short of this, with STM researchers moderately more satisfied than their HSS colleagues that these outcomes are achieved.

This concurs with the previous studies, which both found these aims important but hard to achieve. In our experience, most researchers have been exposed to one or more of the available plagiarism detection databases but as these systems aren’t perpetually updated, this often leads to charges of them being ineffective when matches with very recently published material are not found.

Most important peer review outcomes in an ideal world:

- Improving quality
- Checking methodology
- Provide polite feedback
- Highlight omissions
- Suggest changes to improve readability
- Determine the importance of findings

Each had a mean score of 8.

Most achievable peer review outcomes in the real world:

- Improving quality
- Checking methodology
- Make a judgement about the novelty
- Determine the importance of findings
- Suggest changes to improve readability
- Check relevance to journal scope
- Highlight omissions

Each had a mean score of 7 or more. None of the options offered scored above 8 for real world achievement.
On language, spelling and grammar issues, the survey results show that these were considered less important than the main (aforementioned) peer review functions in an ideal world. An indication of language issues was seen as more important than actual correction.

The relatively low importance rating on the survey belies the real-world editorial work involved in the initial checking and processing of articles needing language or grammatical correction – and these articles may or may not reach review stage. During the focus groups with editors, there was significant discussion about the levels of time and work created by language issues with international submissions. There was evidence of a strong desire to receive and publish global perspectives yet the reality is that publication of articles from non-native-English speaking researchers is hampered by grammatical and language issues.

Discussion in the UK focus groups suggest editorial time spent handling language aspects may be more of an issue for those in HSS disciplines than in STM, which are less discursive in nature.

For HSS respondents the biggest shortfall between the ideal and the real world is in peer reviewers providing polite feedback, with a mean score of 8.5 saying it should achieve this, but only 6.5 saying it does.

For STM respondents, the biggest shortfall between the ideal and the real world is in peer review’s ability to detect fraud, with a mean score of 7.9 saying it should achieve this, but only 6.3 saying it does.

---

**Mind the gap: peer review expectations vs. reality**

In most cases HSS and STM responses were closely aligned; therefore the charts below show a combined mean score out of 10 for both HSS and STM. Any significant differences are highlighted in the text.

**Check factual accuracy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideal world average</th>
<th>Reality Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Along with improving the quality of the published paper, this rates highest for what peer review should ideally be achieving amongst all researchers.

**Check appropriate & robust methodology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideal world average</th>
<th>Reality Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correct spelling, grammar & punctuation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideal world average</th>
<th>Reality Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here reality (5.3) just exceeds ideal expectations (5.0) for STM researchers. Although the real world average (5.1) is lower for HSS researchers, as is the ideal expectation (4.7), meaning reviewers’ time is consumed on what is perceived to be the least beneficial activity.

---

**Detect plagiarism**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideal world average</th>
<th>Reality Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both expectation (7.5) and reality (6.3) are higher amongst STM researchers than HSS researchers (7.1 and 5.7).
Editors should be more pre-emptive in detecting plagiarism & other types of fraud. Editors must be sure the manuscript is in good shape and worth publishing before sending it out for review. If reviews are contradictory the editor should decide in the end.

“Am I briefing the editor on whether this is worthy of publication or am I helping the author improve the paper? Because of time pressures more and more I go for briefing the editor”.

Editor, STM, United Kingdom

“Editors should be more pre-emptive in detecting plagiarism & other types of fraud. Editors must be sure the manuscript is in good shape and worth publishing before sending it out for review. If reviews are contradictory the editor should decide in the end.”

Researcher, Medical Research, United Kingdom

Detect academic fraud

STM researchers rated this as the biggest real world failing
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Researchers scored this outcome closest for ideal and real world achievement.
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The worst reviews are short, snitty, patronising and not remotely useful. The best are critically engaged, add something and improve the quality.

Editor, Linguistics, United Kingdom
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Along with checking for an appropriate and robust methodology, this rates highest for what peer review should ideally be achieving amongst all researchers.
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Highlight omissions in content

“Training on how to detect fraud, I would not feel comfortable having that responsibility thrust upon me in case I missed something. I would feel completely responsible.”

Researcher, Public Health, United States

“A reviewer asking me to add a reference I suspect was to their work which didn’t add anything but the paper is now in press…”

Researcher, Medical Research, United Kingdom
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Detect academic fraud

Along with checking for an appropriate and robust methodology, this rates highest for what peer review should ideally be achieving amongst all researchers.

Along with checking for an appropriate and robust methodology, this rates highest for what peer review should ideally be achieving amongst all researchers.

Provide polite feedback

Along with checking for an appropriate and robust methodology, this rates highest for what peer review should ideally be achieving amongst all researchers.

Along with checking for an appropriate and robust methodology, this rates highest for what peer review should ideally be achieving amongst all researchers.
A sensitive issue?

There was a notable drop-off in the response rate at this point in the survey. In previous Taylor & Francis surveys of this length and complexity, there were up to a fifth fewer respondents to the last question than the first— with drop-outs throughout the course of the survey. Unusually here, there was a sizeable, and sudden, drop-off in the response rate at the beginning of this section; 11% of respondents did not answer this set of questions, and a minority of those returned for the following section.

In focus groups, there was less unprompted engagement with ethical questions than practical ones, with more prompts needed to uncover any issues.

“Peer review can be used as a gatekeeping mechanism to keep certain views out of circulation. In which article are there not personal views? Which personal views should be in the public domain and which shouldn’t?”

Researcher, Anthropology, South Africa

Experiences of bias and discrimination

Respondents were asked to rate how common they felt a set of ethical situations are in peer review practice currently, with 1 being extremely rare and 10 extremely common.

Researchers rated regional and seniority bias highest, and suggest that double-blind peer review is most capable of preventing any reviewer discrimination based on aspects of an author’s identity. Reviewers falsifying their identity and gender bias was rated lowest of the list.

Perception of prevalence of ethical issues

Prevalence of the following situations in the peer review process, from 1 (extremely rare) to 10 (extremely common).

Scores above 5.5 means this happens more often than not.

Do some peer review models address ethical concerns?

There have been suggestions that different peer review models could reduce the prevalence of potential ethical problems by, for instance, changing whether the author and reviewer are aware of each other’s identities, or by the prospect of having reviews published online. Unsurprisingly, respondents scored double blind review as most effective at preventing discrimination based on identity, and for avoiding overly positive reviews by reviewers known to the author. This is concurrent with findings in the 2008 PRC study, which found:

“Double-blind review was primarily supported because of its perceived objectivity and fairness. Many respondents did however point out that there were great difficulties in operating it in practice because it was frequently too easy to identify authors.”

Researcher, Geology, Italy

"I think that if both the authors’ and reviewers’ names are known to each other, it is more difficult to delay or belittle the paper of another competitor researcher."

Researcher, Biological Sciences, United States

"In open review, the authors know whether the reviewers are their competitors which might prevent delay in review and idea transfer."

Researcher, Business and Economics, UK

"I know of groups now planning for the next REF by thinking about which special issues to suggest enabling publication in a certain journal, and special issue editors can be influenced to use certain reviewers."

Researcher, Healthcare, China

“I used to be at a university which is low ranking in my current field. When I was there I couldn’t get a paper accepted but now I am at a well-respected institution, I feel some papers are accepted too easily!”

Researcher, Environmental Science, UK

"Some of the reviewers don’t exist. The author forges a name, creates an identity, applies for a new mailbox and reviews their paper themselves. They submit their paper the first day and get their comments the next day."

Researcher, Biological Sciences, United States

"Regional bias is a problem in my country; I’m one of the only women who have published."

Researcher, Biological Sciences, United States

"Some reviewers are your competitors which might prevent delay in review and idea transfer."

Researcher, Anthopology, South Africa

"Post-publication peer review can be used as a gatekeeping mechanism to keep certain views out of circulation. In which article are there not personal views? Which personal views should be in the public domain and which shouldn’t?"

Researcher, Anthropology, South Africa

"I think that if both the authors’ and reviewers’ names are known to each other, it is more difficult to delay or belittle the paper of another competitor researcher."

Researcher, Geology, Italy

"In open review, the authors know whether the reviewers are their competitors which might prevent delay in review and idea transfer."

Researcher, Biological Sciences, United States

"I know of groups now planning for the next REF by thinking about which special issues to suggest enabling publication in a certain journal, and special issue editors can be influenced to use certain reviewers."

Researcher, Business and Economics, UK

Ask about steps that can be taken to ameliorate these problems (such as using only initials to disguise gender or switching institutional affiliation), for each method a majority (>50%) said they never do this. The only exception (1% of respondents) was asking competitor labs not to review the work, which is considered standard practice in many STM subjects.

"Post-publication peer review can be used as a gatekeeping mechanism to keep certain views out of circulation. In which article are there not personal views? Which personal views should be in the public domain and which shouldn’t?"

Researcher, Anthropology, South Africa

"I think that if both the authors’ and reviewers’ names are known to each other, it is more difficult to delay or belittle the paper of another competitor researcher."

Researcher, Geology, Italy

"In open review, the authors know whether the reviewers are their competitors which might prevent delay in review and idea transfer."

Researcher, Biological Sciences, United States

"I know of groups now planning for the next REF by thinking about which special issues to suggest enabling publication in a certain journal, and special issue editors can be influenced to use certain reviewers."

Researcher, Business and Economics, UK

"Ask about steps that can be taken to ameliorate these problems (such as using only initials to disguise gender or switching institutional affiliation), for each method a majority (>50%) said they never do this. The only exception (1% of respondents) was asking competitor labs not to review the work, which is considered standard practice in many STM subjects."
Particularly in the UK, the focus groups discussed responsibilities for managing ethical issues lying with the journal editor or publisher, but agreed that there should also be collegiate responsibility across authors, editors, reviewers and publishers for maintaining the effectiveness and rigor of peer review.

“Editors need to be able to see when a negative review is simply a bad review done by someone who has failed to understand the paper or who has a grudge against some aspect of it.”

Editor, History, United Kingdom

Locating the ‘right’ reviewer was also a topic of some discussion, highlighting the importance of ensuring qualified and appropriate reviewers are available and willing to review papers. The role (and effectiveness) of automated tracking systems, which allow authors to suggest potential reviewers, was discussed. However, this is not without its flaws and several attendees felt author-selected reviewers was not always the best approach.

“It makes me a bit lazy and my job as an editor easier, which is nice, but it makes the peer review process less rigorous. I used to look back at references in older issues and select past authors in the subject area. If there was some way of automating that process it would be revolutionary.”

Editor, Natural History, United Kingdom

Who is responsible for managing ethical issues?

- Entirely with the journal’s Editor / Editorial board
- Mostly with the journal’s Editor / Editorial board
- Equally with the journal’s Editor and the journal’s Publisher
- Mostly with the journal’s Publisher
- Entirely with the journal’s Publisher

The mechanics of peer review

How long is too long? Timeframes for peer review

Reviewers and editors agree that 15 – 30 days is a reasonable timeframe to deliver initial feedback, and most reviewers state that they were able to meet that deadline in their latest review. However, most authors (85% HSS / 73% STM) said they had to wait longer than this on the most recent article they submitted.

The view from authors: most recent experience of article submission

- Most reviewers state that they were able to meet that deadline in their latest review. However, most authors (85% HSS / 73% STM) said they had to wait longer than this on the most recent article they submitted.

- Reviewers and editors agree that 15 – 30 days is a reasonable timeframe to deliver initial feedback, and most reviewers state that they were able to meet that deadline in their latest review.

The view from reviewers: most recent article peer reviewed

- Timeframe discrepancies

Most reviewers consider up to 60 days a reasonable amount of time to deliver their initial feedback and of those, almost all said that they achieved this on the most recent article they reviewed. However, most authors report waiting longer than this for feedback – a clear discrepancy.

Interestingly though, by reviewing the process timeframes reported by the editors, we see the discrepancy may be due to editorial matters. There is actually close alignment between the length of time editors consider reasonable to grant reviewers to undertake their review, and the time reviewers are reporting they take. However, there are extra processes (usually invisible to authors) such as administrative checks, plagiarism detection, reviewer search and selection, or tiered editorial decision-making processes (more common in STM than HSS). These tiered processes can include editor assignment, associate editor recommendation and editor-in-chief final decision, all adding time to the review stage.

This raises the question: could editors and publishers do more to communicate what is going on around the actual peer review more effectively?

Timeframe discrepancies

- There is also a divergence between editors’ and authors’ reports of the time that elapses between submission and initial feedback. Many authors reported that feedback takes longer than two months. It is possible that perspective and expectation levels are influencing how well researchers are correctly recalling these timeframes.

- In the previous studies, 38% (PRC) and 43% (SAS) felt well researchers are correctly recalling these timeframes. Interestingly though, by reviewing the process timeframes reported by the editors, we see the discrepancy may be due to editorial matters. There is actually close alignment between the length of time editors consider reasonable to grant reviewers to undertake their review, and the time reviewers are reporting they take. However, there are extra processes (usually invisible to authors) such as administrative checks, plagiarism detection, reviewer search and selection, or tiered editorial decision-making processes (more common in STM than HSS). These tiered processes can include editor assignment, associate editor recommendation and editor-in-chief final decision, all adding time to the review stage.

“An extremely lengthy and frustrating wait for your research to appear when administrative errors and issues hold it up - for two years in my case!”

Author, Psychology, South Africa

“There really is quite a difference between natural science and social science. Most economic journals to which I submitted often take six months for review.”

Researcher, Economics, China

The view from editors: considering their own journal

- Most reviewers consider up to 60 days a reasonable amount of time to deliver initial feedback, and of those, almost all said that they achieved this on the most recent article they reviewed. However, most authors report waiting longer than this for feedback – a clear discrepancy.

There is also a divergence between editors’ and authors’ reports of the time that elapses between submission and initial feedback. Many authors reported that feedback takes longer than two months. It is possible that perspective and expectation levels are influencing how well researchers are correctly recalling these timeframes.

- In the previous studies, 38% (PRC) and 43% (SAS) felt well researchers are correctly recalling these timeframes. Interestingly though, by reviewing the process timeframes reported by the editors, we see the discrepancy may be due to editorial matters. There is actually close alignment between the length of time editors consider reasonable to grant reviewers to undertake their review, and the time reviewers are reporting they take. However, there are extra processes (usually invisible to authors) such as administrative checks, plagiarism detection, reviewer search and selection, or tiered editorial decision-making processes (more common in STM than HSS). These tiered processes can include editor assignment, associate editor recommendation and editor-in-chief final decision, all adding time to the review stage.

This raises the question: could editors and publishers do more to communicate what is going on around the actual peer review more effectively?
Data: to review or not to review?

When asked about views on peer reviewing the data authors gather and use during their research, there is moderate support for this in principle. Researchers are fairly balanced on the subject of whether or not it is realistic to expect authors to make their data available, and show modest agreement that it is unrealistic to expect reviewers to peer review author data. Although this finding is reflected in the earlier PRC study, that study did see a stronger willingness with a small majority of reviewers (51%) saying that they would be prepared to review authors’ data themselves.

Where’s my paper?

Communicating on time

Being kept informed on the progress of an article as it went through peer review was not something respondents rated as being handled effectively at the moment. STM authors scored communication slightly higher with a mean score of 6.5 out of 10 compared to 5.5 out of 10 for HSS authors. Interestingly, editors and reviewers (who were also asked to answer this as an author) scored communication lower across the board, suggesting that perhaps expectations are higher within this group.

There was strong support, 8 or more out of 10 in every case, for journals to publish review times, from submission to publication decision, online.

“‘When I was a subject editor the communication between myself and the main editor was appalling. Editorial boards and subject editor structures have been problematic in my experience’.

Editor, Natural History, United Kingdom

‘I sent my paper two years ago. I was told it was going to peer review, I didn’t receive the reviewer comments but I got editor comments. The way the editor asked me to tweak it gave me a strong sense that they wanted me to cite their research. It is still ongoing, two years and counting.’

Editor, Soil Science, South Africa

All scores are on a scale of 1-10, with 1 being strongly disagree to 10 being strongly agree.
What am I checking? Structuring reviews

Reviewers find a basic checklist the most beneficial format for ensuring the quality of the review. The more highly structured and rigid the review format is, through structured forms to numerical rating scales, the less beneficial reviewers find them. However, the least beneficial of all formats was a totally unstructured review, suggesting reviewers like some guidance but not too much.

“Sometimes the amount of feedback received is very meagre and poor. It is not really true to say it has been peer reviewed! I want something that is benchmarked, that has had the minimum attention we expect when we do peer review. We need a sufficient quality so that the person that is reviewed can feel satisfied that my paper might not get in this journal, but the comments raised by the reviewers are excellent so that I can revise my paper and resubmit it. Not just to this journal, but maybe to other journals as well.”

Author, Literature Studies, South Africa

Despite many publishers creating guides for reviewing, whether online or in other formats (including Taylor & Francis), it does not seem, based on the responses given here, that these are reaching a wide number of reviewers at the point at which they review. Others have asked the question whether now is the time for publisher-wide agreement and guidance on reviewing. Could this help to ensure that everyone involved in peer review is fully aware, and comfortable, with the expectations of their role?

“It would be great if the journal could make a list of do’s and don’ts, with clear examples. Give training in how to write a good and useful review, while minimizing the invested time. Provide examples of good and bad reviews. How to politely phrase critique. Explain how to structure a review, etc. … I think that every publisher should make such an online guide available for free, since improving the quality of the reviews leads to improving the quality of the publisher’s journals.”

Researcher, Computer Science, Luxembourg

### Definitions of types of peer review

**Single blind (SB):** Peer review where only the author’s name is known to the reviewer but the reviewers’ names are not known to the author

**Double blind (DB):** Peer review where neither the author’s nor the reviewers’ names are known to each other

**Open (O):** Peer review where both the author’s and reviewers’ names are known to each other

**Open and published (OP):** Peer review where both the author’s and reviewers’ names are known to each other and the reviewers’ signed reports are openly published alongside the paper

**Post-publication (PP):** Peer review where online readers comment on, or rate the paper following publication
Open review elicits moderate scores overall. Attitudes towards open peer review are quite balanced, with approximately as many rating their level of comfort 6 or above as rating it 5 or below (mean scores are between 5 and 6). Notably, HSS editors are less comfortable with open review. This moderate or neutral scoring overall is accompanied by a lot of commentary from researchers, much of it expressing strong views. When commenting on all types of open model, feedback is mixed and contradictory. Many feel “blind” is illusory as it is easy to find someone’s identity by post-publication open review or commentary. Some researchers state a need for standards and moderation to avoid “trolling”. Those in favor value transparency, accountability, and the chance for continued improvement of a piece of research. Those against feel public review removes impartiality; that comments on early versions of papers may divert attention from later amended versions; and that the qualification of non-expert commenters dilutes the scholarly value.

The responses from researchers in all roles show they are far more comfortable with double blind review than any other type, matching the findings of the previous studies. Single blind review is least popular with many respondents, but STM reviewers and editors are more comfortable than their HSS counterparts. The majority of HSS researchers are uncomfortable with post-publication peer review, with reviewers and editors less so. Polarized views are, once again, seen here. Some researchers state a need for standards and moderation to avoid “trolling”. Those in favor value transparency, accountability, and the chance for continued improvement of a piece of research. Those against feel public review removes impartiality; that comments on early versions of papers may divert attention from later amended versions; and that the qualification of non-expert commenters dilutes the scholarly value.

Some strongly feel anonymity is essential in a post-publication open world, whilst others demand accountability via full identity disclosure. Some researchers feel that the ideal model is pre-publication double blind review supplemented by post-publication open review or commentary. The responses show no clear consensus on whether revealing reviewer identities is also at stake. The responses show no clear consensus on whether revealing reviewer identities is also at stake.
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Survey results show authors are neutral in their level of comfort towards open and published review (mean rating 5.3), with reviewers and editors slightly less comfortable. However, actual free text responses offer evidence of polarized views.
Conclusion

We hope this study offers many useful insights, as well as up-to-date views, from the global research community on peer review. It provides a large amount of data, all of which is available to explore at authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com. The practical and ethical aspects of prevailing peer review models are addressed, as well as opinions on newer open models. The focus groups enabled an exploration of views and nuances between disciplines and roles, as well as a check for global agreement or disagreement. There was much lively interaction in them, ranging from the interrogation of editorial methods to personal tales of peer review and submission practices.

In line with previous studies, researchers agreed that playing a part in the academic process, and improving papers are the most important motivations to carrying out reviews (more on motivations to review and training in a later supplement to this white paper). What’s more, most researchers rate the improvement of their article as the most important aspect of peer review both in the ideal and the real world, and feel this is being achieved. This is countered though by the responses showing that on a variety of other peer review outcomes, real-world achievement is falling short of ideal expectations. There was some discussion in focus groups about the difficulty of locating reviewers and of a perceived shortage of reviewers but this did not dominate findings overall.

There is a strong preference for double blind review among respondents, reflecting both previous peer review studies. There are balanced neutral ratings across the options of open, open and published, and post-publication review; however these questions garnered much commentary in the survey’s free text questions and elicited strong views. Personal preference seems a strong influence, with contradictory views for and against these newer models prevalent across roles, locations and experience levels. It is unlikely consensus can be reached on one best approach, as one person’s accountability is another’s exposure.

With post-publication review discussion comes the warning that reviews must be moderated and commenters validated in some way. Who takes this on is a discussion to be had. To sum up views on newer models: those researchers with a view want it all – anonymity preserved by blind pre-publication review coupled with the benefits of transparent identifiable open commentary post-publication.

In both the survey and focus groups, the role of the academic journal editor comes under some scrutiny. In many respondent and participant reports, it was suggested editors could be doing more quality control work at each end of the review process. Many felt unpublishable papers should not make it past the editor to the reviewer, as they sometimes do now, and unhelpful reviewer reports should not reach authors, but be intercepted by the editor. In the very many cases where editors are performing the role well, enabling a fast time to publication and efficient handling of papers, large amounts of important work is hidden – no news is good news, as it were.

But it is important to remember (and was raised in focus groups) that the journal editor’s role is not a full-time one – for the vast majority it is an add-on to researching, writing and teaching. This imposes limitations and difficulties, and this study has highlighted the role of the publisher in providing support and training (with findings on this area to follow).

There are reports, blog posts, articles, tweets and journalistic pieces weekly, if not daily, concerned with peer review; its challenges, its importance, its inadequacies and its future direction. For all of those determined that double blind pre-publication review is the gold standard, there are an increasing number of open review advocates, amongst them non-native English speakers and earlier career researchers who welcome review in the open and suggest closed review has not always served them well. Increasingly, technological “solutions” are appearing that promise to improve many aspects of the process. These include academic open approaches and commercial ventures. They proliferate at a pace and some will undoubtedly disappear whilst others gain traction. It is an interesting and fast-moving area to watch. With that said, overall this study still found a fairly conservative researcher view, demonstrating a wish for tweaks to the current systems rather than a radically new way of assessing the quality and validity of research outputs.

Peer review remains as central to the scholarly endeavor as it remains flawed and contentious. It is right that it should garner such attention and critique, such is its centrality to scientific communication. It is for publishers, editors and researchers to work across disciplines and organisations to debate, test and innovate. We should look closely at the risks of inadequately addressing areas of concern, assess evolving models openly and do our utmost to ensure the rigor of peer review is strengthened and preserved well into the future.

Survey demographics

Below is an outline of survey respondent demographics. Of note are the recency of first paper published and the total number of papers published for each of the groups, with the author group publishing most recently and with fewer papers overall. A higher percentage of STM respondents are male than female. Of HSS respondents, only within the editors group do men outnumber women.

The study data offers more detailed demographics, and is freely accessible at authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com.
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